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ADAPTIVE TRACKING OF THE AIRCRAFT 
TRAJECTORY USING THE GCA SYSTEM 

E. A. SOLEIT*, M. E. GADALLAH", M. D. KHEDER***  

ABSTRACT 

A proposal of an adaptive tracking of the aircraft trajectory during the 
approach and landing maneuver based on the ground controlled 
approach (GCA) system (SR and PAR radars) is introduced. The 

aircraft location in polar coordinates is measured using the GCA system. 
However, the measured data is corrupted with noise or interference signals. 
Hence, the measured data is optimally estimated using a Kalman estimator. 
The estimated position of the aircraft is subtracted from an assigned 
reference path that is previously stored in the proposed GCA computer or 
processor. The resulting deviation error in both the elevation and the azimuth 
planes are encoded and transmitted to the aircraft using an up data link. The 
received deviation error signals are decoded and are applied to the aircraft 
controller to modify and adjust the aircraft control surfaces (rudder and 
elevator) to follow the assigned reference path. The performance of the 
proposed tracking system is evaluated and measured through the computer 
simulation. 

1- INTRODUCTION 

The automatic tracking of the aircraft path during the approach and landing 
maneuver is of great interest during the third category where the weather 
conditions are very bad and the runway visibility may be zero. Hence an 
automatic tracking of the aircraft is necessary for night flight or in the case of 
very poor weather conditions [1,2]. 
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In this paper, a proposal for an adaptive tracking system of the aircraft during-1 
the approach and landing maneuver for both the longitudinal and the lateral 
motions is presented. This system includes GCA models (GCA elevation and 
GCA azimuth models ), Kalman estimator, the aircraft control servo and the 
aircraft dynamic surfaces as depicted in Figure 1. 

The GCA system is responsible to measure the aircraft path during the 
approach and landing maneuver. A state space model of the GCA system is 
derived as function of the aircraft and the controller parameters. The GCA 
model is an essential module to execute the optimal Kalman estimator. The 
performance of the aircraft path tracking model in the lateral and longitudinal 
motions are evaluated and tested at different signal to noise ratios through the 
computer simulation. 
The proposed adaptive tracking of the aircraft presents smaller adaptation 
noise and it also converges faster to the desired path. Consequently, the 
proposed system can provide a high tracking speed to follow an assigned 
trajectory during the approach and landing maneuver. 

2-AIRCRAFT PATH TRACKING 

The basic problem in an aircraft motion analysis (AMA) is to estimate the 
trajectory of an aircraft 	from a noise corrupted sensor data [3]. The 
performance of the AMA algorithm is simplified by the motion analysis in two 
planes; x-z and x-y planes. 
The longitudinal motion of the aircraft is described by two main parameters; 
the pitch angle (q) and longitudinal velocity ( vc1  ). The GCA radar measures 
the aircraft position coordinates in the space as the elevation angle (g) and 
range ( r ) with respect to the touch down point during the landing maneuver. 
The lateral motion of aircraft is described by two parameters the yaw angle (f) 
and lateral velocity (V) during approach maneuver. The aircraft position 
(azimuth angle y and range r ) is measured by the GCA radar. An adaptive 
closed loop system is proposed to control the aircraft longitudinal motion in the 
vertical plane without any action from the pilot [4,5]. A proposal of a tracking 
loop is depicted in Figure 1. It is apparent that the proposed model consists of 
four principal modules; the controller , the aircraft dynamics, GCA system and 
the Kalman estimator. The path, pr  represents the reference landing path. 
For the automatic landing operation, the aircraft has to follow a reference 
landing which is determined previously by both the reference elevation 
angle gref and the reference azimuth angles yref. The path, pA  represents the 
estimated path. The error signal , e is the difference between pr  and pA  which 
can be expressed as : 

A 

e = pr  - p 	 (1) 

The elevation and azimuth error signals are used as input signals to the 
elevator and rudder controllers whose servo transfer functions can be 

I represented by a first order system as [4,11,12]: 
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(Z) 	10(1-z-1)  
er (z) — 1+0.6Z -1 	 (2) 

	

r (Z) 	10(1—z -1 )  

	

E w  (Z) 	1+0.7 Z -1 	 (3) 

where 5., 5, represent the output signals of the elevator and rudder controllers 
respectively. Furthermore, the aircraft longitudinal and lateral dynamics can 
be represented using a short period approximation as [4,11,12]: 

0(Z) = 	1 	-0.08644-0.0252-1  +0.0638922  
(Z) 	1-0.962-1 	1-0.49662-1  +0.6512'2  (4) 

0(Z) 	1 	-0.09--0.036Z-1+0.0545Z-2  
4(Z) - 1-0.972-1 	1-0.389Z-1+0.6883Z-2 	 (5) 

where f and 0 represent the aircraft yaw and pitch angles respectively. 

additive 
noise 

Fig. 1 A model of the aircraft tracking loop 

The aircraft elevation and azimuth angles are measured by the GCA system. 
However, the measured angles are computed with additional noise. Hence, 
Kalman estimator is introduced to optimally estimate the measured elevation 
and azimuth angles [6,7]. 
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13-THE GCA STATE SPACE MODEL 

A state space model of the GCA system can be described as function of 
aircraft and its controller parameters [8]: 

hk +1= mk hk bk rk+1 	 (6) 

where hk  is defined as the state vector that describes the variation of the 
aircraft elevation and azimuth angles around the reference landing path. mk, 
bk  are system parameters that are chosen arbitrarily such that the mean square 
error criterion is minimized. rk+, represents the aircraft dynamics angles. They 
are expressed as: 

hk [9k Yk] 	 (7) 

rk+1 = Rik+, kill 	 (8) 

It is apparent that eq. (6) expresses the dynamic variation of the elevation and 
azimuth angles in accordance with the variation in the pitch and yaw angles. 
Hence, the measured path of the aircraft using the GCA system can be written 
as: 

pm (k) = pref hk 	 (9) 

where prof represents the assigned path of the landing maneuver [2]. 

4- KALMAN ESTIMATOR MODEL 
An adaptive Kalman estimator is used in the tracking system to estimate the 
aircraft path from noisy observations measured by the GCA system. The 
estimated path p (k) can be expressed in terms of the Kalman gain and the 
measured error signal as [9,10]: 

pA(k) = p" (k) + G(k) [pm  (k) - H p-(k)1 	 (10) 

where G(k) is known as the Kalman gain that is defined by : 

G(k) = pe(k) HT(k) [ H(k) pa(k) HT(k) + R(k) ]-1 	 (11) 

where p(k) is known as an error covariance that is given by: 

pe+(k) = [ 1 - G(k) H(k) I Pa(k) 	 (12) 

where 
p: = a priori estimated aircraft path 
p = a posterior estimated aircraft path 
pn, = a measured aircraft path 
pe  = a priori Kalman filter error covariance 
pg+  = a posterior Kalman filter error covariance 
H = measurement parameter 
R = measurement noise covariance parameter 
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F5- SIMULATION RESULTS 

The performance of the proposed tracking schemes depicted in Figure 1 is 
analyzed and evaluated through the computer simulation in the lateral and 
longitudinal motions. The coefficients mk and bk are optimally selected such 
that the mean square error is minimized. Thus, we chose mk = 0.75 and bk = 
0.1 as simulation parameters. The simulation results in the lateral and 
longitudinal motions are explained in the following sections. 
5.1 The longitudinal motion 
The performance of the proposed aircraft longitudinal tracking scheme 
depicted in Figure 1 is analyzed and evaluated through the computer 
simulation. The elevation angle observation is measured during the landing 
maneuver according to equations (6) and (9). The aircraft start descent flight 
with an initial glide path angle equal to 0.07 radian and landing speed is 
assumed as 50 m/sec. The assigned reference elevation angle with respect to 
the runway axis is equal to 0.05 radian. Figures 2, 4 and 6 demonstrate the 
elevation angle variation versus the discrete time at different signal to noise 
ratio ( SNR) of 5 dB, 10 dB, and 15 dB respectively. It is cleat that the 
proposed system with Kalman estimator exhibits better performance than that 
without Kalman estimator at input SNR of 5, 10, and 15 dB. Also, the transient 
and the steady state response of the proposed system with Kalman estimator 
is demonstrated by the system learning curves depicted in Figures 3, 5, and 7. 
It is observed that the error squares converge to zero after 40 samples. 
Furthermore; the proposed system gives an improvement 11, 10, and 9 dB as 
the output SNR to input SNR ratio at input SNR of 5, 10, and 15 dB 
respectively. It is concluded that the proposed aircraft path tracking scheme 
during the longitudinal motion presents smaller adaptation noise and 
converges faster to the desired glide path angle. Consequently, the proposed 
system can provide a high tracking speed to follow an assigned trajectory 
during the approach and landing maneuver. 

5.2 The lateral motion 
The azimuth angle observation is measured during the approach and landing 
maneuver using the GCA system according to equations (6) and (9). The 
initial aircraft azimuth angle is equivalent to y = 0.04 radian and the aircraft 
approach speed is assumed 200 m/sec. 

Figure 8, demonstrate the azimuth angle variation versus the discrete•time at 
SNR of 5 dB. It is clear that the proposed system with Kalman estimator 
exhibits better performance than that without Kalman 'estimator. "Also, the 
transient and the steady state response of the proposed system with Kalman 
estimator is demonstrated by the system learning curve depicted in Figure 9. 
It is observed that the squared errors converge to zero after 40 samples. 
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6-CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that the proposed adaptive tracking system of the aircraft 
during the approach and landing maneuver for longitudinal and lateral motions 
exhibits a high convergence rate and small fluctuations. Also, the performance 
of this model depends on the accuracy of the aircraft path measurement and 
the SNR. The use of the Kalman estimator to estimate the aircraft path 
position from noisy measured data, decreases the overshoot, and converges 
faster to desired reference value. Also, it improves the SNR and the system 
stability. Moreover, a new automatic approach and landing system can be 
presented using the GCA system, to dispense with the human factors 
problems. Moreover, A state space model of the GCA system can be derived 
as function of the target and its controller parameters. 
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Fig. 2 The transient and steady state response of the elevation angle 
at SNR 5 dB 
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Fig. 3 The squared error of the elevation angle versus discrete 
time k 
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Fig. 5 The squared error of the elevation angle versus discrete 
time k 
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Fig. 6 The transient and steady state response of the elevation angle 
at SNR 15 dB 

Fig. 7 The squared error of the elevation angle versus discrete 
time k 
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Fig. 9 The squared error of the azimuth angle versus discrete 
time k 
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